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2006a(10)/2002b(10)/1995b(9): List the physiological factors which increase 
respiratory rate and include a brief explanation of the mechanisms by 
which each achieves this effect 
Respiratory rate (RR) is controlled by the respiratory centre within the medulla 

- Control system can be split into 
o Sensors (central and peripheral) 
o Modulator (respiratory centre) 

 Alters rate, rhythm, pattern, depth of respiration 
o Effectors (Respiratory muscles, diaphragm etc) 

Minute ventilation is directly proportionate to respiratory rate such that: 
MV = RR x TV MV = minute ventilation, RR = resp rate, TV = tidal vol 

↑RR → ↑MV, although this has a ceiling effect as eventually ↓TV as ↑RR 
Factors which ↑RR 
Chemical Factors 
pCO2 

- most important chemical factor in affecting RR 
- pCO2 is directly proportionate to RR 

o ↑RR → ↓pCO2 
- ↑pCO2 detected by central chemoreceptors (& 

peripheral chemoreceptors in carotid and aortic 
bodies) rapidly 

Central Chemoreceptors 
- 1° controller of resting ventilation 

o CO2 crosses BBB → producing H+ by 
CO2 + H2O → H2CO3 → H+ + HCO3

- 
o Limited buffering capacity within CSF → 2° ↓protein 
o limited HCO3

- within BBB 
o Therefore, larger change in pH for any given CO2 cf plasma 
o Prolonged ↓pH → accommodates more rapidly than plasma by 

↑BBB permeability to plasma → blunted response to ↑pCO2 (2° 
↑HCO3

- buffering capacity) 
 Plasma accommodation occurs after 2-3days (renal 

compensation) 
- Activation of central chemoreceptors → activation of respiratory centre → 

↑RR (↑MV) → ↓pCO2 
- Occurs with: Resting modulation, ↑metabolism (exercise), airways disease 

Peripheral Chemoreceptors 
- Present at bifurcation of internal/external carotids and just below aortic 

arch 
- Able to respond to changes in pCO2 more rapidly than central 

chemoreceptors 
o Role in response to rapid changes pCO2 

- Carotid body most important in humans (some pCO2 detection in aortic 
body) 

- Stimulation occurs via vagus nerves → ↑RR in response to ↑CO2 
pO2 
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- due to shape of OHDC, relative hypoxaemia is generally well tolerated 
o In the healthy normoxaemic person, little respiratory control 

attributed to hypoxic drive  
- Large ↑RR with pO2 < 50mmHg → detected by peripheral chemoreceptors 

(carotid, aortic bodies) 
o Activation of respiratory centre in medulla → ↑RR (↑MV) 

- Synergism occurs if there is concurrent ↑pCO2 
- pO2 1° drive to ↑RR with: altitude (↓PAO2), ↑shunt (eg pneumonia), V/Q 

mismatch, chronic hypercarbia 
↑H+ / pH (↑metabolic acid production) 

- detected by peripheral chemoreceptors (carotid body) 
o H+ cannot cross BBB 

- Direct activation of respiratory centre (vagal inputs) 
- Occurs with: DKA (↓pH, ↓pCO2 but still ↑RR) 

Mechanical factors 
Muscle / Tendon Stretch Receptors 

- Exercise causes stretch of muscles and tendons which is detected by 
receptors → vagal stimulation 

- Directly stimulate respiratory centre → ↑RR 
Pulmonary J receptors 

- Located in pulmonary interstitium (alveolar walls) 
- Stimulated by → ↑interstitial fluid (pulmonary oedema), engorgement of 

pulmonary capillaries → vagal afferents 
- Results in: ↑RR, low TV, feeling of dyspnoea 

Irritant receptors 
- Located in nose, larynx, trachea, bronchi 
- Stimulated by noxious gas / cigarette smoke 
- Vagal stimulation of respiratory centre → ↑RR / bronchoconstriction 

o May have a role in asthma 
Arterial Baroreceptors 

- ↓MAP → ↓stretch of high flow baroreceptors (carotid sinus, aortic arch) → 
direct stimulation of respiratory centre → ↑RR 

Unknown 
- Anticipation of exercise → ↑RR by unknown mechanisms 
- Pain / ↓T°C → ↑RR 

Higher Centres 
- Higher centres can directly stimulate respiratory centre to ↑RR 

o Voluntary control → limited by creation of respiratory alkalosis 
which will cause tetanus of hands / feet; dizziness; syncope 

o Anxiety / stress response 


